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CONQUERED INTO CANVAS
Erin Goudie

Inspired by Frederic Edwin Church’s painting, Syria by the Sea, 1874.
The greedy garden devours the landscape,
and moss itches up the lone pillar still erect,
having forgotten the climax of its rich civilization
that persists solely as light scattered on crumbled stone.
I drink its dying flame and imagine a daughter’s
hands, calloused from house labor, hiding
her developing curves from starved soldiers
and breaking the last half-loaf of bread for a baby brother.
As trumpeting Amorites roar down dusty streets,
a mastiff retreats to whimper at their sandals
and paw at the table like the past hungers for the present,
salivating at scraps of moments ready to drop.
I wonder if she ran from their home, siblings in hand,
to fruitlessly flee the material villains, or if she grasped
her true enemy and stepped boldly on the dusty road
to pick blooming clove before it passed its prime?
Time’s swollen stomach gurgles as it digests another
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current event—the soldiers’ camels carrying
freshly-inked scrolls of Phoenician alphabet while
crushing clove beneath hooves—and awaits its next bite.
To think: I am as real as the rags she wrung
while gazing out at the sea and distant mountains
embedded deep in the flaccid horizon that’d sunk
clove, alphabets, guard dogs, home.
I swallow at the serene light over a scene
that time destroyed—and all the empire’s power
and desire—conquered into nothing but a broken pillar
and dust, a mere thought on canvas.
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